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I. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

This research presents and discusses the Design-Neuroscience cooperation in the design of organic interactions with the physical environment afforded by wearable bio-computers. It is based on the contributions of studies related to the paradigm environment / behavior / neuroscience 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 regarding the identification and recognition of neurophysiological information relevant to design research and practice. It also discusses the Neuroscience-Design relationship in the projectual practice of the bio-wearable computer NeuroBodyMimeses addressing the interaction between the body’s user (neurophysiological signals and brain waves), the digital technological system and the physical environment by employing wearable bio-computers. 9, 10, 11, 12

According to Poissant 13, interfaces are becoming more natural and may take, alternately or simultaneously, extensible, enlightening, rehabilitative and filter functions or act as agents of synaesthetic integration. In the opinion of Bureaud 14, interfaces, seen as sensory organs, generate a deconstruction of the usual modes of perception, as a kind of fragmentation/displacement of the body that leads to reflection on these modes of perception, to questions about the nature of space in which this body exists and fundamentally redeﬁnes itself as human.

As a device focused on the social interaction in physical space, the wearable bicomputer NeuroBodyMimeses establishes a direct relationship between the physical environment and the user’s body, from the real-time detection and interpretation of the user’s emotional state. In situations of increased anxiety and stress, for example, this wearable bio-computer modifies the visual appearance of its surface, in immediate response to the user’s neurophysiological changes due to their interaction with the surrounding space, and it can even mimic the visual standards of this environment. Thus, this device intends to give to the user’s body the “regency” of social visibility in physical environments, releasing it, for example, from facing confrontational situations when it is not prepared for such, from the neurophysiological standpoint.
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